
Fabi Fabi - An Introduction 



Fabi Fabi makes multi-media artworks in collaboration with artificial intelligence machine-learning algorithms that question the 
societal effects of emerging technology. By elevating AI from the status of tool to collaborator, the artist demonstrates the ethical 
concerns presented by the interfaces through which we understand the post-industrial world. Through mimicry and intervention, 
they use the very methods they critique, initiating conversations between viewer, artist and technology. To what extent do our 
‘tools’ govern the choices we make? What impact will technology have on our creativity and free will?



By training text-generating algorithms and predictive writers, Fabi co-authors texts based on corpuses of business 
advertisements and art essays. A focus on authorship and attribution illuminates the shifting dynamics of power between 
collaborators, while the algorithmic manipulation of literary styles highlights the societal constraints of language. Who is the 
author here? Artist or AI?



A focus on ‘art-speak’ and marketing language is prevalent through the text works. Academic counterpoints include Alix Rule 
and David Levine’s International Art English and Pip Thornton’s A Critique of Linguistic Capitalism. By highlighting language, 
Fabi asks the viewer to question the way we shape the world and our understanding of it through words. To what extent is 
corporate and advertisement messaging being internalised?



Humour is encouraged throughout the work, with the artist Cory Arcangel an important influence. His 2008 piece Permanent 
Vacation includes two computers set up to send Out of Office emails to each other, creating a never-ending and futile cycle 
of email correspondence. A similar sense of satirical surrender is seen in Fabi’s text works that emulate marketing speak to an 
absurd degree.  Humour makes the work accessible and memorable to the viewer, drawing them in before revealing the 
subversive criticism that belies its message. While the familiarity of predictive keyboards demonstrates the real-world impact 
of advancing technology.



The phrase I’m not a robot is taken from CAPTCHA forms and resituated as a mantra for the digital age. Letterpress, an arguably 
dead form of printing, is used to enact a repetitive and partly automated process that echoes the incessant filling out of forms 
online. As we convince the online robot that we are not a robot, we teach it how to become less like a machine while we 
ourselves become ever more machine-like. The contradiction is extended by the use of traditional methods and a concern for 
tactility in the materials, a physical distinction that computer-based algorithms are unable to make.



Advertisement methods provide fertile ground for intervention. The pulsating lights of scrolling LED message boards transfix 
the viewer, their eyes held captive as they may only comprehend the work through continued attention. A continual broadcast 
of information that emulates the can’t-look-away effects of social media and 24-hour news. Using an AI co-authored language 
which seems both real and unreal, truth and post-truth.  Click here for video.

https://vimeo.com/408009551


Kevin Harman - Frame Receipt

Such interventions situate the work within the context of complicit criticism, operating within a system’s parameters in order to 
demonstrate the processes through which it works. Kevin Harman and Pip Thornton are two artists who have used receipts as a 
medium to highlight the market forces that govern the art world and online world respectively. The use and misuse of an object 
or processes usual intention is integral to Fabi’s work.

Kevin Harman, Frame Receipt, 2015 Pip Thornton, {poem}.py, 2017



The historic surroundings of ECA are used as a stage, providing opportunities for juxtaposition and sign-posting that provoke 
questioning. What established values and hierarchies are maintained and dismantled within the academic setting? What forces 
underpin the creation of these visually different works? If historic art patronage was used to demonstrate wealth and erudition, 
how appropriate is a partnership with todays advertisement signs?



There is a focus on exploring The New Aesthetic, a term coined by author James Bridle that refers to the new visual language of 
digital culture and the blending of the virtual and physical. A blending which feels particularly relevant during this period of 
enforced physical distancing, life is performed and lived online. All interactions rendered in pixelated video calls.



Collaborative collages are created through prompting AI to synthesise images. What does a technology’s imagination look 
like? How does AI imagine the future of Edinburgh College of Art? The collaborative nature of the work is foregrounded. 
Research becomes the final piece. Questioning is key. 



Foregrounding algorithmic agency within AI collaboration is essential to the work and influenced by Fabi’s experience working 
with Brazilian artist Daniel Lie during the make and build of Lie’s exhibition The Negative Years at Jupiter Artland in the summer 
of 2019. Throughout the making of this extensive multi-space exhibition it was particularly important to Lie that the intentions 
and agency of non-human agents within the work was foregrounded. Fungi, Animals, Bacteria were elevated to the status of 
key collaborators, if not directors, of the making process. This re-situating of authorship and agency plays a profound role in 
Fabi’s practice, as she seeks to add to a conversation where the prevalent social order of human supremacy is questioned. By 
re-imaging agency we may be able to foster new creative alliances that benefit all living beings.



The work and writing of Hito Steyerl has also provided considerable inspiration. Her influential essay Is the Internet Dead? 
introduces a hierarchy of images, where the blocky, pixelated Jpeg is considered lower, yet more democratic than the ‘glossy’ 
oil canvases of Old Masters. The multipicity, and thus egalitarianism, of the digital image is of particular interest to Fabi, who 
endeavours to push these ‘lower quality’ images to their limit, elevating them once more to the status of ‘high-art’.



The stretchy, liquid aspect of this digital visual language is foregrounded, exaggerated and ultimately celebrated. 
Algorithmically produced images are curated, edited, layered and transformed into sumptuous, almost luscious compositions. 
The out-of-fashion notions of formalism and style re-emerge in the arrangement of AI-collaborative collages. The viewer is 
entranced by the intricacy and rhythm of these digitally-made compositions, which reflects the time-consuming and skilled 
nature of their making.



The work is returned to the place of its inspiration. A collage inspired by the computational renders of 10 Design’s 
architecture projects is printed on bamboo silk and displayed deliberately stretched, emphasising the malleable nature 
of digital files and their aesthetic of warping. The fluid and transient quality of silk echoes the un-human urbanscape 
within its surface, while imbuing the digital art with a symbol of material value.



This visual language is further interrogated in the video work what is art? (view video here)  which demonstrates a research 
process whereby the artist engages in conversation with an AI image-synthesiser. Fabi asks questions and the AI answers in 
image form. A making visual of the very process through which artists create work, transforming concept into image. The 
use of dialogue, a two-way collaborative process, activates the view to be a part of the conversation, what would they ask AI 
in a conversation?

The Negative Years 

https://vimeo.com/407518183


This conversational method is again seen in ArtBot (in development). A chatbot based on machine-learning trained on art essays, 
artist interviews, exhibition press releases, etc. The viewer will be able to speak with the ArtBot via a messaging app on their 
computer or mobile. This interactive work allows the audience to engage with AI, using the processes of questioning, play and 
collaboration that are inherent to Fabi’s practice and further enabling collaborative conversations with and around technology.



The ethical implications of using a technology we don’t yet fully understand is of key concern to Fabi. Women artists are… 
(view video here) demonstrates the current tendency of AI to perpetuate historic values and biases. By making patriarchal 
processes visible, we can make steps to combat them. Understanding how the algorithmic tools we design reflect a society’s 
biases is of utmost importance when trying to imagine and design more progressive futures.

https://vimeo.com/407514943


Ultimately, Fabi uses collaborative art-making to research and present alternative understandings of our changing world. 
Questioning the very notion of authorship and collaboration in order to explore the creative possibilities new technology 
presents. By making visible the processes of AI, algorithms, markets, advertisement and collaboration, she hopes to leave the 
viewer with an understanding of the hidden forces at work in today’s world, leaving them able to formulate their own questions 
and decisions in the future. Through understanding these abstract machinations, we can build a better future for us all.


